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In-beam gamma ray spectroscopy (investigations of prompt gammas from 

nuclear reaction of beam on target) at energies up to ( ~ 6 Mev/A) has 

provided us with an intriguing information on “dizzy nuclei”

Evolution of shell structure with angular momentum (stress of collective 

motion)

Impact of deformation on shell structure

Impact of the occupation of specific orbitals on global properties (nuclear 

shape,...)

Evolution of interactions (pairing..) with spin



Most studies at very high spin concentrate on stable or neutron-deficient 

nuclei, but

- some of the orbitals involved at high spin become yrast as N increases

- some of the phenomena seen at high spin may occur at lower spin in 

exotic nuclei

- the job is not finished: many open questions remain

Hence we would like to exploit the main ingredients of gamma ray

spectroscopy

Excellent energy resolution

Enhanced efficiency

Improved peak-to-total

in our investigations as we charter along the nuclear landscape.

The emitted gamma is generally emitted by moving product.

Hence, velocity and spread (speed and angle) strongly influence the energy  

resolution.



γ-ray detection sytems

Ge semiconductor detector 

v/s  BaF2 scintillator

 Energy resolution
Ge 0.2% <<
BaF2 (~10%)

 Efficiency(E ) 
BaF2 > Ge

 Timing ressolution
BaF2 (<0.5ns)
<< Ge (~8-12 ns) 





E=E0(1+ Cos )

Possibility to increase the detector size ???





GEANT4 simulation for INGA Clover
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GEANT4 simulation for INGA Clover up to 12 MeV

Full energy peak

Single Escape Peak



Hence the combination of Clover (s) + fast scintillator array could open up exciting 
avenues



Challenges for fast moving recoils
• The recoil velocities produced are ~ 3-4 % the

velocity of light.

• These produce considerable Doppler effects.

• Hence, the angle subtended by each detector

should be kept within reasonable limits.

• Higher granularity detectors are required.





How many 
segments ??





Segmentation is the need of the hour





It turns out that the interaction

points can be determined by

analysing the pulse shapes of

the signals induced on the

electrodes during charge

collection

The shape of the signals is

determined by the form of the

electric potential.

Once the potential is known

one can deduce the initial

interaction point from the pulse

shape.

Doppler correction



From the presentation of Augusto O. Macchiavelli, at the “School cum Workshop

On Yrast & Near Yrast Spectroscopy”



Taken from the reference : “Miniball: A Gamma-Ray Spectrometer With Position-Sensitive Ge

Detectors For Nuclear Structure Studies At REX-ISOLDE” J. Eberth, et al.



Hence, further segmentation of the detector is very much essential



Basic “facts” of nuclear physics that may not be valid in far-from-stability 

nuclei

Some of the Physics Questions

What is the impact on the mean field as reflected in:

the single particle energies

the shapes and spatial extensions

the modes of excitation 

the binding energy, etc.

What is the impact on correlations in the medium as reflected in:

the effective interactions

the effective charges

the transition rates, etc.


